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Let’s start out with Blue Bird Skies and North Wind up to 15 MPH. Perfect conditions for fishing! Not! 

Bass were very tight to the reeds and working on spawning. Since a few of us didn’t want to interrupt 

the mating cycling, we choose not to catch them.  They were so far back in the shallow water it was hard 

to get the boat back there, but a few did. A lot of running the lake looking for that first bite and it turned 

out to be just the north wind.  

On a personal note: I have often wondered if you build a house how does the opposite sex find it? I 

watched a very large female (maybe just big boned) being herded by a smaller male to the bed. How did 

I know she was female you ask? When was the last time you picked out a bed without asking your 

partner first?  Besides I looked at her scales and that was what I read. 

 Todd and Blake had a chance to come early and that paid off for them.  

Nice stringers were still weighted in by the members that adjusted to these tough conditions. 

First Place went to David Blackstock and Yarik Malyuta with: 26.73 



Second Place went to Todd and Blake Guernsey with: 10.60Third Place went to Glenn Brooks and Mary 

Ann Root with: 9.75 

First Place Family went to Todd and Blake Guernsey with: 10.60 (Blake had 1.92 15 ¼ inch long ) Good 

Job Blake. Dad had better watch out or give you the front of the boat!  

Heavy Stringer went to David Blackstock with: 13.40 

Big Bass went to Mr. Glenn Brooks with: 4.61 

Way to go!!!  

Here comes Lake Fork for two days on a Buddy Trip!!! 

Mike has called you by now about the passing of a beloved TCBC family member Richard Gaughan. 

    By Laws for Minnows: 

Once a month we shall gather by the waterhole and talk about the last time the family gathered 

together. We can also call a quick meeting by the wheels and talk about the family behind your back. 

(Sounds like something your parents did when you where sent off to bed early!) 

If you come to the monthly family reunion you get points (not good for travel miles) but they are 

redeemable at the end of the year. If you wear your new or old tee shirt you get a free chance for 

goodies to be used later or swap within the family. Big Daddy Fritz is “The Man” that brings the toys to 

the reunion.         
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